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This Compliance Manual applies to all AptarGroup businesses and aims at sustaining AptarGroup’s
Core Values, Rules of Leadership and compliance with laws. It is reviewed annually to ensure it meets
evolving legal standards.

This Compliance Manual comprises two series of documents:

 The Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, which is available on AptarGroup’s website, and

 Detailed internal policies and additional guidance, which are proprietary and confidential.

___________________________
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CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT AND ETHICS

___________________________
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Code of Business Conduct and Ethics summarizes the long-standing principles of conduct
that AptarGroup, Inc. and its subsidiaries (“AptarGroup” or the “Company”) follow to ensure that
business is conducted with integrity and in compliance with the law. Every employee, officer and
director is expected to know and follow the policies outlined in this Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics. Any employee or officer who violates the letter or spirit of these policies may be subject to
disciplinary sanctions, up to and including termination in most serious cases, in accordance with the
relevant laws and regulations.

Every employee, officer and director has the responsibility to obey the law and act ethically. To
that end, this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is a guide that is intended to sensitize employees,
officers and directors to significant legal and ethical issues that arise frequently and to the mechanisms
available to report illegal or unethical conduct. It is not, however, a comprehensive document that
addresses every legal or ethical issue that employees, officers or directors may confront, nor is it a
summary of all laws and policies that apply to AptarGroup’s business.

This Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is an integral part of the Company’s confidential and
proprietary Compliance Manual (the “Compliance Manual”), which provides for detailed internal
policies and additional guidance. This Code of Business Conduct and Ethics does not supersede,
change, alter or replace the existing policies and procedures already in place as stated in the Compliance
Manual. Certain policies or guidance referred to herein are contained in their entirety in the Compliance
Manual, and employees, officers and directors are instructed to refer to the Compliance Manual for a
copy of those policies and required reporting procedures. The Compliance Manual contains information
that is proprietary and confidential, and AptarGroup hereby expressly denies waiving any rights to assert
claims that the contents of the Compliance Manual are proprietary and/or confidential.

The Compliance Manual, and this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics which is comprised
therein, are statements of goals and expectations for individual and business conduct. These statements
are not intended to, and do not in any way constitute, an employment contract or an assurance of
continued employment. AptarGroup does not create any contractual rights by issuing this Code of
Business Conduct and Ethics or the Compliance Manual.

For additional information regarding AptarGroup policies, employees, officers and directors
should refer to AptarGroup’s confidential and proprietary Compliance Manual. Ultimately, no code of
business conduct and ethics can replace the thoughtful behavior of an ethical employee, officer or
director.

Any question about this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics or personal concern about a
conduct that is believed to be violating AptarGroup’s policies or the law, should be referred to the
Company’s Compliance Officer, i.e. either

 Anne Vergnaud, Vice President, Legal Affairs

Email: compliance.officer@aptar.com
Mailing Address: Aptargroup UK Holdings Ltd. – Succursale française

36-38 rue de la Princesse, 78430 Louveciennes, France
Phone: +33(0)1-3087-1987

 Guy Keller, North America Legal Counsel

Email: compliance.officer@aptar.com
Mailing Address: AptarGroup, Inc.

265 Exchange drive, Suite 100
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014, USA

Phone: +1-815/-477-0424
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No one at AptarGroup has the authority to make exceptions to these policies, other than the
Board of Directors or a committee of the Board of Directors.

II. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS

Employees, officers and directors must comply fully with all applicable laws, rules and
regulations that govern AptarGroup’s business conduct, including, without limitation, antitrust laws,
employee health and safety laws, Collective Labor Agreement at any level (i.e. national, local and/or
company level) when applicable, environmental laws, insider trading laws, the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act and the United Kingdom Bribery Act.

III. PROHIBITION AGAINST INSIDER TRADING

In general, employees, officers and directors who have knowledge of nonpublic material
information about AptarGroup are prohibited from buying, selling or otherwise trading in AptarGroup’s
stock or other securities on the basis of that nonpublic material information. “Nonpublic Material
Information” includes any information, positive or negative, that has not yet been made available or
disclosed to the public and that might be of significance to an investor, as part of the total mix of
information, in deciding whether to buy or sell stock or other securities.

Such insiders also are prohibited from giving “tips” on material nonpublic information, that is
directly or indirectly disclosing such information to any other person, including family members, other
relatives and friends, so that they may trade in AptarGroup’s stock or other securities. Furthermore, if,
during the course of his/her service with AptarGroup, an employee, officer or director acquires material
nonpublic information about another company, such as one of the Company’s customers or suppliers,
or he/she learns that AptarGroup is planning a major transaction with another company (such as an
acquisition), such person is prohibited from trading in the securities of the other company.

Such “insider trading” is both unethical and illegal, with United States (“U.S.”) criminal penalties
of up to US$5 million and a jail term of up to 20 years and civil penalties of up to three times the illegal
profit gained or loss avoided.

Detailed guidance is provided to the employees, officers and directors for restrictions to securities
transactions and pre-clearance procedures.

IV. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Business decisions must be made in the best interest of AptarGroup, not motivated by personal
interest or gain. Therefore, as a matter of policy, all employees, officers and directors must avoid any
actual or perceived conflict of interest.

A “conflict of interest” occurs when an individual’s personal interests interfere or conflict in any
way (or even appear to interfere or conflict) with the interests of AptarGroup. A conflict of interest
situation can arise when an employee, officer or director takes actions or has interests (financial or
other) that may make it difficult to perform his or her company work objectively and effectively.
Conflicts of interest also may arise when an employee, officer or director, or a member of his or her
family, receives improper personal benefits as a result of his or her position in the Company, regardless
of whether such benefits are received from the Company or a third party. Loans to, or guarantees of
obligations of, employees, officers and directors and their respective family members are of special
concern. U.S. federal law, as well as regulations applicable in some countries where the Company
operates, currently prohibit AptarGroup from making loans to directors and executive officers.
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It is difficult to identify exhaustively what constitutes a conflict of interest. For this reason,
employees, officers and directors should refer to the internal policy which has been set up to help to
understand and identify potential conflict of interest. In any case, employees, officers and directors
must avoid any situation in which their independent business judgment might appear to be
compromised. Questions about potential conflicts of interest situations, and disclosure of these
situations as they arise, should be addressed and reported to the Compliance Officer.

V. CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES

Employees, officers and directors are prohibited from: (a) taking for themselves individually
opportunities that properly belong to AptarGroup or are discovered through the use of corporate
property, information or position; (b) using corporate assets, property, information or position for
personal gain; and (c) competing with AptarGroup. Employees, officers and directors owe a duty to
the Company to advance its legitimate interests when the opportunity to do so arises.

VI. CONFIDENTIALITY

Employees, officers and directors must maintain the confidentiality of all information entrusted
to them by the Company, its customers or suppliers, or others with whom it may conduct business,
except when disclosure of such information is specifically authorized or required as a matter of law.

Confidential information includes any information that has not been made available to the public
that provides insight into the Company’s current or anticipated business activities. It also includes
important nonpublic information about firms with which the Company has dealings, including
customers and suppliers. Confidential information should not be shared with friends, relatives or other
non-employees, nor should confidential matters be discussed in public places, such as elevators, public
transportation (including airplanes) or restaurants.

The Company’s policy is to cooperate with every reasonable request of government investigators
for information. At the same time, AptarGroup is entitled to all the safeguards provided by law for the
benefit of persons under investigation or accused of wrongdoing, including legal representation. If a
representative of any government or government agency seeks an interview or requests access to data
or documents for the purposes of an investigation, he/she should be referred to the Compliance Officer.
Employees, officers and directors should also preserve all materials, including documents and e-mails
that might relate to any pending or reasonably possible investigation.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics prohibits
any employee, officer or director from communicating directly with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) about any possible violation of federal securities law or making any disclosure
protected under the whistleblower provisions of U.S. federal law or regulation. Employees, officers
and directors shall not be required to obtain approval from the Company prior to communicating directly
with the SEC.

VII. FAIR DEALING

Each employee, officer and director must endeavor to deal fairly and in good faith with
AptarGroup’s customers, suppliers, competitors, and employees. No employee, officer or director shall
take unfair advantage of anyone through manipulation, concealment, abuse of privileged information,
misrepresentation of material facts or any other unfair dealing practice.

The Company’s policy is to select, place and work with all its employees and officers without
discrimination based notably on ethnicity, color, national origin, politics, language, union participation
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or activity, gender, age, religion, disability, veteran’s status, or actual or perceived sexual orientation.
Equal opportunity is one of AptarGroup’s fundamental and most steadfast beliefs.

Further, it is the responsibility of each employee, officer or director to help the Company provide
a work atmosphere free of harassing, abusive, disrespectful, disorderly, disruptive or other
nonprofessional conduct. Sexual harassment in any form, verbal or physical, by any employee, officer
or director will not be tolerated.

VIII. PROTECTION AND PROPER USE OF COMPANY ASSETS

All employees, officers and directors must protect AptarGroup’s assets and ensure their efficient
use. Such assets include, without limitation, intellectual property such as the Company name, logos,
trademarks, patents, copyrights, confidential information, ideas, plans and strategies. Theft,
carelessness and waste have a direct impact on the Company’s profitability. All Company assets should
be used only for legitimate purposes. Any misuse or infringement of the Company’s assets should be
reported to the Compliance Officer.

IX. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

It is the Company's policy to operate in compliance with all applicable environmental, health and
safety laws and regulations. Further it is the Company's policy to design and operate its facilities and
processes so as to minimize their environmental, health and safety impact to the extent reasonably
feasible and cost-effective. All employees, officers and directors should comply with such requirements
and standards aiming at protecting the environment, human health and safety.

X. PUBLIC COMPANY REPORTING

As a result of its status as a public company in the United States, AptarGroup is required to file
periodic and other reports with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. AptarGroup takes its
public disclosure responsibility seriously to ensure that these reports furnish the marketplace with full,
fair, accurate, timely and understandable disclosure regarding the financial and business condition of
the Company.

XI. REPORTING ILLEGAL OR UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR

All employees, officers and directors have a duty to adhere to this Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics.

Employees are encouraged to talk to supervisors, managers or other appropriate personnel about
possible illegal or unethical behavior that has occurred and, when in doubt, about the best course of
action in a particular situation.

Should an employee be concerned about a violation of this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
or other illegal or unethical conduct by employees, officers or directors of the Company solely in the
fields of accounting, internal accounting controls, and combating against bribery or banking and
financial crime (for example: accounting and account auditing disorders, false entries, tax evasion etc.)
or be aware of serious facts that affect the vital interests of the Company or its employees physical or
mental integrity (for example: threat to the safety of another employee, moral harassment, sexual
harassment, discrimination, insider trading, conflict of interests, disclosure of a manufacturing secret,
serious environmental breaches or threats to public health, serious risks to the Company's information
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system security,…), he/she should contact his/her supervisor. An employee may not feel comfortable
in using the normal channels. In that case, he/she may elect to call or write to the Compliance Officer
(anonymously or identified), either directly or by using the Company’s phone- and web-based hotline
(https://aptar.ethicspoint.com), which is maintained by an independent third party. Concerns regarding
the Company’s accounting, or internal control may also be submitted (anonymously or not) to the
Company’s Audit Committee by mail via an envelope marked “CONFIDENTIAL” addressed to the
attention of the AptarGroup Audit Committee Chairperson, Maritza Gomez Montiel, 2516 North
Greenway Dr., Coral Gables, FL 33134, USA. In any case, the reporting individual's identity will be
kept confidential at all stages of the process and not disclosed to third parties such as the incriminated
person and the reporting individual’s supervisor, unless it is legally required to disclose such identity.
And it should be noted that anonymous reporting will make it more difficult to the Company to look
into the matter. Therefore anonymous reporting is not encouraged.

Reporting of concerns to either the Compliance Officer or the Audit Committee is hereafter
referred to as the “Whistleblowing System”. The use of this Whistleblowing System is entirely
voluntary. Therefore, failure to make reports using the Whistleblowing System will not result in any
sanctions.

No employee will be penalized for making a good-faith report of violations of this Code of
Business Conduct and Ethics or other illegal or unethical conduct, nor will the Company tolerate
retaliation of any kind against anyone who makes a good-faith report. An employee, officer or director
who submits a false report of a violation, however, may be subject to disciplinary sanctions in
accordance to the relevant laws and regulations. If someone reports a violation and in some way also
is involved in the violation, the fact that the violation was reported will be taken into consideration.
Additionally, reference is made to the paragraph “Confidentiality” above for awareness of the
Company’s policy towards the SEC.

The Compliance Officer or the Audit Committee, where applicable, will investigate all reports
of violations. Employees should not investigate on their own but leave such work to the appropriate
persons chosen by the Compliance Officer or the Audit Committee. Such persons chosen in accordance
with the applicable law and regulation by the Compliance Officer or the Audit Committee, as the case
may be, will be of a limited number and bound by an enhanced obligation of confidentiality. In addition,
access to the data processing and to the reports will be limited and protected in accordance with the
applicable law and regulation.

If the result of an investigation indicates that corrective action is required, the Company or Audit
Committee will decide what steps to take, including, when appropriate, legal proceedings and
disciplinary procedure, which may lead to sanctions in accordance with the applicable law and
regulation, up to and including termination, to rectify the problem and avoid the likelihood of its
recurrence.

Data received relating to the reports will be destroyed (i) immediately in case the Compliance
Officer or the Audit Committee determine that the data’s subject matter does not fall within the scope
of the Whistleblowing System, except where the conservation of such data is necessary for disciplinary
action or judicial proceeding resulting from the misuse of this Whistleblowing System, (ii) within two
(2) months of termination of the investigation, in case the data was the object of such investigation and
such investigation was not followed by any disciplinary or judicial proceedings, or (iii) at the end of
any disciplinary or legal procedure in case the investigation following the receipt of the data led to the
opening of such procedure.

Employees are entitled to access to personal data about themselves that may be collected in
connection with this Whistleblowing System and to rectification or deletion if the data are found to be
inaccurate, incomplete, ambiguous or outdated. Employees are also entitled to object on legitimate
grounds to the holding of such data. The Compliance Officer should be contacted for the exercise of
any of these rights.
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If there is a risk that such access to personal data compromises the Company’s ability to
efficiently investigate the allegations or collect the required evidence, the notice to the incriminated
person may be delayed for as long as such risk exists. Said exception aims at protecting evidence by
preventing their destruction or alteration by the incriminated person.

Each employee, officer and director understands, approves and agrees that his/her personal data
will be collected and processed for the purpose of the Whistleblowing System and in the scope as
required for the identification and investigation of potentially non-compliant behavior. Such personal
data can be transferred to all authorized recipients, including AptarGroup's Compliance Officer, Audit
Committee Members and other individuals necessary for any investigation. These recipients may be
located outside the European Economic Area and the recipient's country may have different privacy
laws and protections than the employee’s, officer’s or director’s country. In this case, appropriate data
transfer agreements have been or will be entered into in order to protect such personal data.

XII. AMENDMENT, MODIFICATION AND WAIVER

This Code of Business Conduct and Ethics may be amended, modified or waived by the Board
of Directors of the Company or the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of the Company. Any
change to, or waiver of, this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics in favor of executive officers or
directors must be disclosed promptly to the Company’s stockholders either by filing a Form 8-K with
the Securities and Exchange Commission or by publishing a statement on the Company’s website.

XIII. ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Employees, officers and directors are accountable for knowing and abiding by these policies.
The Company requires executive officers, directors and certain employees to sign an acknowledgment
confirming that they have received and read this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, understand it
and are complying with it.

A copy of this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics may be found on the Company’s website.

___________________________
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I. ANTITRUST POLICY

It is the policy of the Company to comply fully with the antitrust laws. These laws may vary
from country to country -- both as to what is prohibited and as to how the laws are enforced. Because
a majority of the Company’s sales, and an even greater percentage of its manufacturing, take place in
the United States and Europe some specific advice is provided below about the laws in these
jurisdictions. One note of caution must be kept in mind, however: activities which affect competition
or commerce inside a country should be conducted in compliance with that country's law even when
these activities take place entirely outside that country.

United States

Any violation of the United States antitrust laws is a serious matter and can subject the Company
to criminal penalties and enormous financial liabilities. Violation can also subject employees, officers
and directors to serious fines and imprisonment. It could also cost the employee or officer his/her job,
for it is the policy of the Company to discipline any employee who violates the antitrust laws, up to and
including termination.

This Compliance Manual and the Company's antitrust legal training program are designed to give
employees, officers and directors a general understanding of the criminal antitrust laws -- what is
allowed and what is forbidden. It will not, and is not intended to, make them an antitrust experts.
Instead, it highlights particular "danger areas" so that, if encountered, they will know the issues and, if
necessary, seek legal advice.

The United States antitrust laws prohibit any agreement, whether formal or informal, between
competitors regarding prices to be charged, customers to be solicited, or geographic areas to be served.
Examples of agreements with competitors that per se violate the antitrust laws include: agreeing upon
the selling price or list price; allocating territories, customers, or markets; fixing a price range; setting
up a rotation method of bids; agreeing to limit output or restrict delivery schedules; and fixing discounts,
rebates, or credit terms.

These are the most serious of antitrust offenses. Such agreements will almost always lead to
criminal prosecutions of individuals and the Company, with penalties including jail and substantial
fines. In addition, private plaintiffs will likely bring actions, including class actions, seeking damages,
which are automatically tripled under the antitrust laws.

To avoid even the possible appearance of an agreement or understanding that could violate the
United States antitrust laws, employees, officers and directors MAY NOT orally or in writing, directly
or indirectly, provide any competitive information to a competitor or ask for or accept competitive
information from a competitor. Examples of competitive information are: prices, including terms or
conditions directly or indirectly affecting prices, such as warranties, discounts, and credit terms; bids or
intent to bid; production plans, output, or inventory levels; marketing and sales plans; product
development plans, customers; sales territories; costs; profits or profit margins; "market conditions"
(e.g., supply/demand) or "market shares"; and distribution practices or channels.

If a competitor attempts to discuss competitive information, such discussion must immediately
and firmly be declined.

Importantly, no formal offer or formal acceptance is required to form an illegal "agreement"
under the antitrust laws. An agreement need not be in writing. It may be oral and may be inferred from
business conduct. For example, if two competitors discuss prices, and later adopt prices which are
similar, a conspiracy to fix prices may be inferred even though the competitors may have decided on
their respective prices independently. Comments made in a social environment -- on the golf course or
at a reception -- may be used as proof of an agreement even though the parties' subsequent actions were
taken for independent business reasons. Thus, the safest rule of thumb is to avoid any discussions with
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competitors regarding topics on which it would be illegal to agree. This rule of thumb should be applied
with full force in the context of participation in trade association activities. Trade associations generally
serve legitimate pro-competitive purposes. For example, trade associations may provide a useful forum
to exchange the latest information on such things as safety and health matters. However, trade
association meetings are also potentially dangerous because they often involve interactions among
competitors and, in some industries, have been used as a cover for collusive activities. The antitrust
enforcement agencies have prosecuted people for such behavior. Accordingly, should an employee or
officer participate in trade association activities, and to the extent he/she is authorized to do so, he/she
should avoid discussing any competitively-sensitive subjects with competitors in the trade association
context as he/she would in any other instance.

Criminal violations of the antitrust laws, such as price-fixing, bid-rigging, customer allocation,
and market allocation are felonies. The maximum penalty for an individual is ten years in prison and a
fine of US$1,000,000, twice the monetary gain derived from the offense, or twice the monetary loss
caused to victims, whichever is greatest. For a corporation, the maximum penalty for each offense is a
fine of US$100 million or twice the monetary gain or loss caused by the violation.

The United States Department of Justice aggressively seeks imposition of these penalties. The
punishment suffered by an individual convicted of a criminal antitrust violation usually includes a
prison term, as well as a fine, loss of employment and loss of community standing.

The Company is also likely to receive a fine that may run into the millions of dollars.

Criminal penalties are just the beginning. Upon discovery of an anti-competitive agreement, the
victims of the conspiracy may join together and file a class action lawsuit seeking triple damages from
the Company. Because triple damages are calculated by taking the actual cost of the injury caused by
a violation of the antitrust laws and tripling it, such damages can amount to tens or hundreds of millions
of dollars. In addition, a state attorney general may seek triple damages on behalf of all the citizens of
a state that suffered injury. Such litigation is very costly and disruptive and usually involves forced
interviews of Company personnel, lengthy trials, and extensive production of documents (including
very sensitive documents such as business plans and marketing strategies and individual’s personal
calendars, phone records and email).

European Union

The European competition law rules that affect the Company’s commercial practices are
contained in Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (the
“EU Treaty”). Compliance with the EU Treaty is supervised and enforced not only by the European
Commission, but also by national competition law authorities of Member States of the European Union
and national courts. Furthermore, European Union and national, and possibly United States competition
laws may, in certain circumstances, apply cumulatively. It should be noted that more restrictive rules
may apply to certain conducts under the competition law of national competition laws within the
European Union.

Much in the same way as in the United States, severe penalties apply to violations of the EU
Treaty. The Company primarily risks substantial fines (up to a maximum of 10 % of the Company’s
world-wide turnover). Financial sanctions can be imposed by the European Commission, and/or by
national law competition authorities. Agreements or parts of agreements which violate the EU Treaty
are generally automatically void and therefore not enforceable. National courts may also award
damages to claimants, such as competitors or customers. The European Commission and national
competition law authorities and courts can order injunctions and penalties for the Company to put an
end to an anticompetitive behavior, or restrict future trading practices. Moreover, under certain
circumstances, individuals may be subject to criminal law and entail fines and prison sentences by
national courts. In addition, in consideration of the negative publicity resulting from breaches of
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competition law, the Company and the concerned individuals may suffer considerable loss of
community standing.

The EU Treaty prohibits agreements or collusions which have as their object or their effect a
restriction, prevention or distortion of competition within the European Union and the European
Economic Area in any way. To be caught under this prohibition, agreements and collusions need not
be in writing, if they can be inferred from the Company’s business conduct. For instance, a pattern of
parallel pricing by competitors shortly after an industry conference could be construed as resulting from
an agreement to fix prices. Prohibited agreements or behaviors are similar to those in the U.S. and
include price fixing, market sharing, bid rigging, limiting production or supply of products, boycotts or
agreements to discriminate and the exchange of sensitive information between competitors among
others. Rules on anti-competitive agreements apply to all companies regardless of their size or market
share.

Other Areas

Antitrust rules or competition laws in other geographic areas vary by jurisdiction. For guidance
on complying with those antitrust rules or competition laws, employees, officers and directors should
consult with legal counsel in the various jurisdictions where the Company operates. Again, if activities
have an effect on prices, sales or customers, such conduct should in anyway comply with U.S. and E.U.
antitrust laws.

* * *
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II. ANTI BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION POLICY

The Company is committed to conducting its business activities responsibly and complying with
anti-corruption/bribery legislation and conventions – such as U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(“FCPA”), UK Bribery Act 2010 and French Sapin II law – in every country where the Company
operates. The Company anti-bribery policy applies to all employees, officers and directors of the
Company, wherever they are located and to third parties engaged in activities in connection with the
Company, such as suppliers, agents, representatives and consultants.

The Company prohibits the direct or indirect paying, giving, promising, offering or authorizing
someone else to give anything of value to (i) any individual, (ii) corporation, (iii) association,
(iv) partnership, or (v) public body (including but not limited to any employee or officer of any of the
foregoing to secure an improper advantage or otherwise to assist the Company in obtaining or retaining
business. This prohibition applies to the Company’s employees, officers and directors, as well as third-
party representatives that conduct business on behalf of the Company.

While the Company prohibits all bribes and improper payments to anyone, whether in the public
or private sector, dealings with foreign government officials require special care. The above-mentioned
laws prohibit bribes and improper payments to foreign government officials, including officials of
foreign government agencies of any level, employees of foreign government-controlled entities, foreign
political parties and their employees, candidates for foreign political office, and officials of a public
international organization, among others. As such, payments, grants, gifts, or offers of anything of value
to foreign government officials are a particular area of risk, and the Company’s employees and
representatives must exercise care in their dealings with foreign government officials to avoid even the
appearance of impropriety.

The Company’s employees must conduct reasonable care and appropriate due diligence in the
selection of third parties and appropriately structure the business relationship, especially in respect to
the third parties that may deal or interact on the Company’s behalf with foreign government officials.

Further, the Company’s employees, officers and directors are responsible for ensuring that all
payments and transactions are properly authorized by the Company’s management and accurately
recorded in the Company’s books, records, and accounts in reasonable detail. The Company’s directors,
officers, and employees are strictly prohibited from creating false, misleading, artificial or incomplete
books, records, and accounts.

Each employee, officer or director has a duty to prevent breaches and report issues related to, or
potential violations of, the Company’s anti-corruption policy to his/her superior or to the Compliance
Officer.

Finally, violations of anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws may result in severe civil and criminal
penalties, including heavy fines and prison sentences for the Company, its employees and third parties,
in addition to the potential disciplinary action against employees.

* * *
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III. MODERN SLAVERY POLICY

The Company is committed to a work environment that is free from Human Trafficking, Forced
and Compulsory Labor and Child Labor as defined below:

 Human Trafficking is defined as the recruitment, transfer, harboring or receipt of
persons, by means of the use of threat, force, other forms of coercion, or deception for
the purpose of exploitation.

 Forced and Compulsory Labor is defined as all work or service that a person has not
offered to do voluntarily and is made to do under the threat of punishment or retaliation,
or is demanded as a means of repayment of debt. It includes slavery and abduction,
misuse of public and prison works, forced recruitment, debt bondage and domestic
workers under forced labor situations, and internal or international trafficking.

 Child Labor consists of the employment of children under the minimum age established
by local law or under the age for completing compulsory education. It also includes the
employment of young persons for whom the legal requirements for wages, hours of work
and working conditions are not satisfied.

The Company strictly condemns and prohibits any form of Forced and Compulsory Labor or
slavery including Human Trafficking, Child Labor, prison labor, indentured labor and bonded labor.

In addition, the Company strives to use supply partners that put the same high value on human
rights and dignity that it does. Supply partners must demonstrate compliance with this policy upon the
Company’s request. If the Company becomes aware of a supply partner engaging in practice that is in
violation of this policy, the following steps will be taken:

1. Immediate confrontation and verification of the issue; and

2. If a violation is verified and the supply partner fails to correct the practice, the Company
will immediately move business to a qualified alternate source of supply, or immediately
begin the process of qualifying an alternate source of goods or services received from
the supply partner.

* * *
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IV. U.S. AND E.U. TRADE AND ECONOMIC SANCTIONS POLICY

United States

The United States (“US”) Government enforces a wide variety of trade and economic sanctions
against various countries, regions, groups, entities and individuals. In general, US companies, and in
some instances the non-US subsidiaries and affiliates of US companies, are prohibited from engaging
in trade or financial transactions with parties in the following countries or regions, unless licensed by
the US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) or the US Commerce
Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”):

 Cuba

 Iran

 North Korea

 Syria

 Crimea region of Ukraine

In addition, US companies are prohibited from engaging in any transactions or dealings with
entities or individuals that have been added to OFAC’s Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons List (“SDN List”), or with any entity that is 50% or more owned, directly or indirectly, and
individually or in the aggregate, by one or more parties on the SDN List.

European Union

The European Union (“EU”) does not impose indiscriminate sanctions against any country.
According to EU foreign policy, EU economic sanctions should target only “listed” individuals, entities
or sectors that have been identified as responsible for the policies or actions that prompted the EU
decision to impose sanctions.

However, the EU maintains trade controls and economic sanctions that may affect virtually any
transaction that has a connection to the EU. Such rules apply to activities conducted, in whole or in part,
within the EU Member States, and to activities by EU nationals and EU legal entities, wherever those
activities take place.

EU economic sanctions commonly take the form of asset freezing measures. Economic
sanctions will also generally include specific export and/or import bans (sometimes targeting whole
economic sectors); bans on the provision of specific services (brokering, financial services, and
technical assistance); visa bans; as well as prohibitions on investment, payments and capital
movements.

Corporate Policy

In order to ensure compliance with US and EU sanctions, all AptarGroup divisions, subsidiaries
and affiliated companies are expressly prohibited from making sales directly or indirectly to, or
engaging in other transactions directly or indirectly with, persons or entities in the five countries and
one region noted above (i.e., Cuba, Iran, North Korea, , Syria and Crimea), or with any party on OFAC’s
SDN List or on the EU Consolidated List, or with any entity that is controlled or 50% or more owned
by listed parties. This prohibition also applies to sales or transactions involving parties in non-
sanctioned countries if it is known or suspected that the products, components, services or support are
intended to be re-exported, transshipped, diverted or otherwise supplied to persons or entities targeted
by economic sanctions.
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To ensure compliance with economic sanctions, all Aptar employees should refer to the
Economic Sanctions Policy and Guidelines available on Aptar’s Intranet, which also describes the
screening procedure to ensure we do not engage in business with prohibited third-parties.

* * *

V. CONFLICT MINERALS STATEMENT

The U.S. Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the “Act”) has been
enacted in the U.S. with the intent, among other things, of limiting the funding for atrocity committing
warlords located in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and adjoining countries. In accordance with
this intention, the Act imposes various inquiry and disclosure requirements on a broad range of public
companies regarding the use of “Conflict Minerals.” For the purposes of the Act, “Conflict Minerals”
consist of Tin, Tantalum, Gold and Tungsten.

The Company takes very seriously the concerns regarding Conflict Minerals that prompted the
promulgation of the Act. In particular, the Company:

 Intends to comply with the Act and therefore, expects all of its suppliers— domestic and
international—to comply with the Act; and

 Expects that all suppliers provide all necessary declarations using the EICC/GeSI
Conflict Minerals Reporting Template (or any successor reporting method).

If a supplier is found not to be in compliance with these objectives:

 The supplier is expected to develop, implement and document plans to remedy such non-
compliance in a timely manner; and

 If non-compliance cannot be resolved, the Company reserves the right to terminate the
relationship with such supplier.

These measures will be used in conjunction with industry initiatives such as the Conflict Free
Smelter Program to reasonably assure that the Conflict Minerals in the products the Company
manufactures do not directly or indirectly finance or benefit atrocity committing warlords located in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and adjoining countries.

* * *
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VI. DATA PROTECTION POLICY

Aptar and its employees recognize and respect the privacy rights of individuals concerning any
personal data that Aptar collects or maintains. The “Aptar Internal Data Protection Policy” available on
Aptar’s Intranet governs any initial collection and subsequent processing of personal data identifying
individuals. It applies to all Aptar employees and all officers and directors, contractors, agents, or other
third parties who may process personal data of such individuals on Aptar’s behalf.

When involved in the processing personal data, Aptar employees should comply with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 dated 27 April 2016 and any national implementing laws,
regulations and secondary legislation, as amended or updated from time to time, as well as any further
equivalent legislation in other jurisdictions (“Data Protection Legislation”).

As a result, when acting either as “data processor” or “data controller”, Aptar employees should:

- mention the existence of any personal data processing and inform individuals affected
by such processing and the categories of processed information, the contact details of
the data protection officer (if any), the legal basis of the processing, the storage period
and the right to lodge a complaint with the relevant national data protection authority;

- ensure the exercise by such individuals of their rights to access, modify, erase, limit,
oppose or, where appropriate, make portable or even withdraw their consent;

- ensure that the processing is based either on consent of such individuals, on the
performance of a contract or on the compliance of a legal obligation to which the data
controller is subjected;

- keep an up-to-date register (data log) of any processing made under its responsibility in
particular the subject and the duration of the processing, its nature and its purpose as well
as the type of personal data and the categories of the individuals concerned;

- exercise the necessary diligence and carry out a data process impact assessment when
the envisaged data processing has high risks for any individual or when the data
processing involves the implementation of intrusive technologies (e.g. geolocation,
biometric data, profiling) or concerns sensitive data (e.g. on racial or ethnic origins,
health, banking details or social security numbers);

- ensure that all personnel who have access to and/or process personal data are obliged to
keep the personal data confidential;

- adopt appropriate technical and organisational measures to prevent unauthorised or
unlawful processing of personal data, to avoid accidental loss or destruction or damage
to personal data and, where appropriate, pseudonymizing and encrypting personal data
to ensure confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of its systems;

- notify, without delay, any security breach in relation to personal data to any individuals
concerned;

- not transfer any personal data outside of its jurisdiction without the appropriate
safeguards and binding legal obligations to protect such personal data (e.g. the “EU
Model Clauses”, verification of the existence of an “adequate level of protection” such
as the EU-US “Privacy Shield” or an equivalent measure that applies to the jurisdiction
where the recipient of the personal data is located); or, if required, obtain the prior written
consent of such individuals; and

- on request, delete or return personal data and copies on termination of a business
relationship unless required by applicable law to store the personal data.

* * *
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VII. CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY

Statement of Policy

All employees, officers and directors have a clear duty in conducting Company business to place
the interests of the Company ahead of their personal interests. For this reason it has been and continues
to be the established policy of the Company that all employees, officers and directors must avoid any
situation which involves a potential conflict between their personal interests and the interests of the
Company. Only by adhering to this policy can the integrity of the Company's business relationships be
preserved and the financial and other interests of the Company and its stockholders be protected.
Companies failing to enforce such a policy have experienced disruptive litigation and monetary losses.
The most important loss, however, is the irreparable damage to the Company and its employees’,
officers' and directors’ standing in the community.

Definitions

For the purposes of this policy, the terms defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the
definition of each such term.

1. "Immediate Family" includes an employee's, officer’s or director’s spouse and their
children, parents, brothers and sisters, as well as other relatives who share their home.
"Confidential Information" means any information concerning the affairs of the
Company which has not been publicly disclosed by the Company.

2. "Concern" means any type of business entity, regardless of its form (e.g., corporations,
partnerships, sole proprietorships, trusts and joint ventures).

3. "Competing Concern" means any concern which competes with the Company or which
competes with anyone who sells the products of the Company.

4. “Substantial Financial Interest” means the direct or indirect ownership of a beneficial
interest having a value of such magnitude that (a) it represents a substantial part of the
equity in the Concern or (b) for other reasons the interest would be regarded as significant
to the employee, officer or director. As a guide, Substantial Financial Interest includes
the ownership by an employee, officer or director and/or his/her Immediate Family of
more than 5% of a company’s outstanding securities or that represents more than 5% of
the total assets of the employee, officer or director and/or his/her Immediate Family.

5. "Indirect Ownership" includes beneficial interests in a Concern held either (a) by a trust,
corporation, partnership, or other venture in which the employee, officer or director holds
an interest or (b) by or through a nominee, agent, option or other device, as well as
beneficial interests derived from loan agreements or other contractual arrangements.

Illustrations of Potential Conflicts of Interest

The basic factor in all conflict situations is the division of loyalty between the Company's best
interests and the personal interests of the individual. While it is impossible to list every circumstance
giving rise to a possible conflict of interest, the following illustrations will serve as a guide to the types
of activity involving potential conflicts.

 Interest in Competing Concern. Ownership of a substantial financial interest in any
Competing Concern by an employee, officer or director or by any member of his/her
Immediate Family.

 Interest in Any Other Concern. Ownership by an employee, officer or director or by any
member of his/ her Immediate Family of a Substantial Financial Interest in any other
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Concern with which the Company does business, directly or indirectly, or which is
seeking to do business with the Company.

 Interest in Transaction. Representation of the Company by an employee, officer or
director in any transaction in which he/she or his/her Immediate Family has an interest.

 Representation by Immediate Family. Representation of the Company by an employee,
officer or director in any transaction where the other Concern is represented by a member
of his/her Immediate Family.

 Use of Confidential Information. Use of, or disclosure to, outsiders of Confidential
Information for the personal profit or advantage of any person.

 Gifts and Gratuities. Acceptance by an employee, officer or director or any member of
his/ her Immediate Family, from any Competing Concern or any other Concern with
which the Company does business or which is seeking to do business with the Company,
of gifts or merchandise of more than US$50, cash or gift certificates in any amount
whatever, loans (except from established banking or financial institutions), or
entertainment or other services with a value greater than US$50.

 Full Time Service. Engaging in outside business or employment, consulting, or other
services incompatible with the Company's right to the full time and efficient service of
its employees or officers.

 Consensual Relationships. Consensual relationships are defined as potential conflict of
interest as they could lead to actual or perceived favoritism or economic advantage (e.g.,
unfair promotion, salary increase, awarded contracts or sales), including
those between supervisors/subordinates, employees/vendors, employees/customers,
employees/competitors. The Company strongly discourages such relationships.

 Use of Position to Influence Others. Use of one's position with the Company to influence
any other Concern in its dealings with other parties for the personal profit or advantage
of any individual.

 Competition with the Company. Competing with the Company, directly or indirectly, in
the acquisition or disposition of property, rights or interests of any kind, including those
in which it is known that the Company might be interested in the future.

Approval by the Company

Any conflict of interest situation included but not limited to the list of examples above, as well
as any other situation that seems to be a conflict of interest, shall be disclosed to the Compliance Officer
and/or declared in the “Exception/Conflict of Interest” section when signing the Compliance Manual
certificate.

Compliance

For the protection of both the Company and its employees, officers and directors and to avoid
criticism of either, each employee, officer or director subject to this policy will be deemed to
acknowledge this policy when signing the Compliance Certificate.

* * *
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VIII. INSIDER TRADING POLICY

Statement of Policy

There are certain important restrictions imposed on employees, officers and directors under the
Federal securities laws with respect to their securities transactions. The principal restriction is that they
may not buy or sell securities on the basis of Nonpublic Material Information (as defined in
paragraph III of the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and below) known by them or "tip" other
persons about such information. Any violation of these restrictions may subject the Company and the
individual concerned to serious criminal and civil liabilities and sanctions, including up to US$5 million
in criminal fines, up to 20 years in jail and civil penalties up to three times the illegal profit gained or
loss avoided. In addition to governmental fines and other sanctions, private actions brought by
"professional plaintiffs" against public companies and their insiders have become quite common and
can involve substantial costs, both monetary and in terms of time, even if the claim ultimately is
dismissed. Equally important, any appearance of impropriety on the part of the Company or its insiders
could impair investor confidence in the Company and severely damage its reputation and business
relationships.

In light of these restrictions, the Company's Board of Directors has adopted a general policy that
Company employees, officers and directors and certain others may not trade in securities of the
Company while in possession of Nonpublic Material Information about the Company. More
specifically, it is the Company's policy that the Company employees, officers and directors and their
family members who share their household are strictly prohibited from buying or selling any securities
of the Company (generally, other than purchases of securities acquired through the exercise of any
option), if they are aware of any Nonpublic Material Information relating to the Company which has
not yet been made available to the public by press release or otherwise for at least one full business day
after the date of public release of such information. Employees, officers and directors are also prohibited
from directly or indirectly “tipping” such information to any other person, including family members
and relatives, except for persons who have a legitimate need-to-know. This policy also applies to
Nonpublic Material Information relating to any other company obtained in the course of the
employment.

The foregoing procedures do not apply to the purchase or sale of securities in a "blind" trust,
mutual fund, "wrap" account, or similar arrangement, provided that investments are not discussed with
the trustee, money manager or other investment advisor who has discretion over the funds. If an
employee, officer or director invests through a "blind" trust or a "wrap" account, he/she may wish to
consider asking such advisors to refrain from trading for his/her account in securities of the Company:
taking this additional step may prevent misunderstanding and embarrassment in the future.

For the avoidance of doubt, the term Nonpublic Material Information, includes any information
relating to a company, positive or negative, that has not yet been made available or disclosed to the
public and that might be of significance to an investor, as part of the total mix of information, in deciding
whether to buy or sell stock or other securities. It also includes information relating to a company’s
business operations or securities, the public dissemination of which would likely affect the market price
of any of its securities, or which would likely be considered important by a reasonable investor in
determining whether to buy, sell or hold such securities. While it is impossible to list all types of
information that might be deemed material under particular circumstances, information dealing with
the following subjects is often found material: significant changes to a company’s prospects or changes
to guidance, extra-ordinary dividends; major new discoveries or advances in research; significant
acquisitions, including mergers and tender offers; divestitures; sales of substantial assets; changes in
debt ratings; significant write-downs of assets or additions to reserves for bad debts or contingent
liabilities; liquidity problems; extraordinary management developments; public offerings; major price
or marketing changes; labor negotiations; and significant litigation or investigations by governmental
bodies. Information about a company generally is not material if its public dissemination would not
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have an impact on the price of the company's publicly traded securities. The Compliance Officer should
be consulted before making any investment decision in case of uncertainty as to whether information is
(or could be considered as) material or not,

Additional Guidance and Prohibitions

The Company considers it improper and inappropriate for employees, officers and directors or
their family members who share their household to engage in short-term or speculative transactions in
the Company's securities or in other transactions in the Company's securities that may lead to
inadvertent violations of the insider trading laws. Accordingly, trading in Company securities by such
individual or their family members who share their household is subject to the following additional
guidance and prohibitions:

Short Sales. Short sales (sales of securities that are not then owned) of the Company's securities
evidence an expectation on the part of the seller that the securities will decline in value, and therefore
signal to the market that the seller has no confidence in the Company or its short-term prospects. In
addition, short sales may reduce the seller's incentive to improve the Company's performance. For these
reasons, short sales of the Company's securities are prohibited, including a "sale against the box" (a sale
with delayed delivery). In addition, Section 16(c) of the U.S. Exchange Act generally prohibits
executive officers and directors from engaging in short sales.

Standing Limit Orders. A standing order placed with a broker to sell or purchase stock at a
specified price leaves the initiator with no control over the timing of the transaction. Because a standing
order transaction executed by the broker when the initiator is aware of material nonpublic information
may result in unlawful insider trading, standing orders should be used for transactions in the Company
securities only for a very brief period of time. Standing orders also involve very cumbersome
compliance obligations when they are implemented by executive officers and directors. Accordingly,
standing orders are prohibited by this Policy for executive officers and directors. However, standing
orders are permissible by non-executive officers and employees provided that they comply with this
Policy and applicable securities laws.

Publicly Traded Options. A transaction in options is, in effect, a bet on the short-term movement
of the Company's stock and therefore creates the appearance that an insider is trading based on inside
information. Transactions in options also may focus attention on short-term performance at the expense
of the Company's long-term objectives. Accordingly, transactions in puts, calls or other derivative
securities, on an exchange or in any other organized market, are prohibited. (Options positions arising
from certain types of hedging transactions are governed by the section below captioned "Hedging
Transactions''.)

Hedging Transactions. Certain forms of hedging or monetization transactions, such as zero-cost
collars and forward sale contracts, allow a person to lock in much of the value of his/her stock holdings,
often in exchange for all or part of the potential for upside appreciation in the stock. These transactions
allow a person to continue to own the covered securities, but without the full risks and rewards of
ownership. When that occurs, the employee, officer or director may no longer have the same objectives
as the Company's other stockholders. Therefore, hedging and monetization transactions by officers and
directors are prohibited by this Policy and are discouraged when carried out by employees.

Margin Accounts and Pledges. Securities held in a margin account may be sold by the broker
without the customer's consent if the customer fails to meet a margin call. Similarly, securities pledged
(or hypothecated) as collateral for a loan may be sold in foreclosure if the borrower defaults on the loan.
Because a margin or foreclosure sale may occur at a time when the individual is aware of material
nonpublic information or otherwise not permitted to trade in Company securities, holding Company
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securities in a margin account or pledging Company securities as collateral for a loan is prohibited for
officers and directors and discouraged for employees.

Additional procedure

Additional procedures have been adopted by the Company with respect to transactions and
Company securities, including trading windows and pre-clearance procedures. These procedures apply
to all:

 MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

 “EXECUTIVE OFFICERS” OF APTARGROUP AND THEIR ASSISTANTS,

 MEMBERS OF THE BEAUTY+HOME, FOOD+BEVERAGE, OR PHARMA GLT,

 EXCELLENCE LEADERS,

 EMPLOYEES AT THE CORPORATE OFFICES, OR

 SPECIFIC EXCEPTIONS OR TEMPORARY CASES.

who wish to buy or sell any securities of the Company (other than purchases of securities through the
exercise of an option issued by the Company), even if within the window period: such transaction must
be cleared before it is executed with either Sydney White, Equity Plan Administrator
(sydney.white@aptar.com) or Guy Keller, North America Legal Counsel (guy.keller@aptar.com), or,
in their absence, Matt DellaMaria, Senior Vice President, Investor Relations and Communications
(matt.dellamaria@aptar.com), the three of them being also available at +1-815/477-0424. Clearance of
a transaction does not constitute a recommendation by the Company or any of its employees or agents
to engage in the subject transaction. Clearance of a transaction is valid only for a 48-hour period. If the
transaction order is not placed within that 48-hour period, clearance for the transaction must be re-
requested. If clearance of the transaction is denied, the fact of such denial must be kept strictly
confidential. Such additional procedures described herein may apply to other Company employees, in
addition to the ones listed above, as determined by the Chief Executive Officer or Chief Financial
Officer.

* * *
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IX. CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY

Serious problems could arise for the Company and its employees, officers and directors by any
unauthorized disclosure of internal information about the Company or its customers or their products,
whether or not for the purpose of facilitating improper trading in securities. It is the Company's policy
that employees, officers and directors should not discuss internal Company matters or developments
relating to the Company or its customers with anyone outside of the Company (including family
members, relatives and friends), except as required in the performance of their regular employment
duties. Similarly, employees, officers and directors should not discuss Company affairs in public or
quasi-public areas where their conversation may be overhead (e.g., airplanes, restaurants, restrooms,
elevators, etc.). This prohibition also applies to inquiries about the Company which may be made
by the press, investment analysts or others in the financial community, including stockholders. It
is important that all such communications on behalf of the Company be made only through authorized
individuals. Any inquiries of this nature, should be declined without comment and the inquirer referred
directly to Matt DellaMaria, Senior Vice President, Investor Relations and Communications, at
+1-815/-477-0424.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Compliance Manual prohibits any employee,
officer or director from communicating directly with the SEC about any possible violation of federal
securities law or making any disclosure protected under the whistleblower provisions of U.S. federal
law or regulation. Employees, officers and directors shall not be required to obtain approval from the
Company prior to communicating directly with the SEC.

___________________________
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NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE

In case of doubts or questions about responsibilities under this Compliance Manual, clarification
and guidance should be sought from the Compliance Officer before any action is taken. Uncertainties
should not be resolved on one’s own.

The Company expects strict compliance with this Compliance Manual by all personnel at every
level. Although this Compliance Manual is expressly not intended to result in the imposition of
additional legal liabilities that would not otherwise exist, failure to observe these procedures will be
considered an extremely serious matter.

Furthermore, all potential fraud allegations or actual fraud incidents at any of the Company’s
entities worldwide should be brought immediately to the attention of the Compliance Officer through
EthicsPoint, or can be disclosed to Stephan Tanda, President and Chief Executive Officer, and
Robert Kuhn, Executive Vice-President and Chief Financial Officer. It is not necessary that the alleged
fraud be confirmed or proved before bringing it to their attention. This early notification is critical so
that the Company is not caught off guard by the event or learns of it through other sources. In addition
it provides the Company with the opportunity to assess the situation and be part of the solution to
investigate the fraud allegation and commit the appropriate level of resources. There is no materiality
threshold for this policy either. All alleged, suspected or actual frauds no matter how material in nature
should be communicated immediately.

___________________________
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COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE

Electronic (on-line) Certificate: If you received the Compliance Manual by e-mail, you will be
given instructions for completing an Electronic (on-line) Certificate. Please use this on-line method for
submitting your Certificate. If you are unable to access the Electronic Certificate or you have received
a paper copy of the Compliance Manual, please complete the below Certificate and send this to the
AptarGroup Corporate Office (see address below). *** If you complete the Electronic Certificate,
please DO NOT send a manually signed copy to the AptarGroup office. ***

Manual (signed) Certificate: If you do not complete an Electronic Certificate, please complete
and return the below Certificate to the Attention of:

Mme Nala Nouraoui, Compliance Manager
« Compliance Certificates »

Aptargroup UK Holdings Ltd – Succursale française
36-38, rue de la Princesse,

CS 42430
78431 Louveciennes Cedex

France

The undersigned hereby (i) confirms to AptarGroup, Inc. that he/she has reviewed
AptarGroup’s Compliance Manual and related policies, including the Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics, (ii) acknowledges that it imposes a continuing obligation on those to whom it applies,
(iii) certifies that he/she is complying with them, except as noted below and (iv) commit to promptly
inform the appropriate executive of any change of circumstances relating to the Compliance Manual
and the exceptions related below:

This certificate will be retained permanently in the individual’s personnel record.

Written certification of compliance will be required annually, or at more frequent intervals if
deemed necessary by the Company's Chief Executive Officer.

EXCEPTIONS/CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATION*:

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Date: ______________________

(Print Name)
Location: ___________________

Segment: ___________________

(Signature)

* Please indicate any notable exception to the above policies or recommendations which concerns or might
concern yourself directly or indirectly, notably potential conflict of interests as defined and explained above.


